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in forensics



"A revolution is not a bed of roses. A revolution is a struggle between the 

future and the past." 

(Fidel Castro)



✓ Next-generation sequencing refers to non-Sanger-based high-throughput

DNA sequencing technologies, with millions to billions of DNA strands

sequenced in parallel (massive parallel sequencing, MPS)



✓ Next-generation sequencing refers to non-Sanger-based high-throughput

DNA sequencing technologies, with millions to billions of DNA strands

sequenced in parallel (massive parallel sequencing, MPS)

Sequencing of every double stranded DNA

molecule in the sample material without any prior

selection of targets

• 100 ng – 1 µg needed

• Low coverage

• Issues with STRs

• Bionformatically challanging



PCR continues to be the method that approaches the level

of sensitivity required for forensic genetic case work (≤ 1 ng)

CE

NGS



primers are tagged with sequences needed for the

downstream reactions

Use of “barcode” sequences in PCR primers or adapters

allow for simultaneous sequencing of multiple samples in

a single run



Børsting et al Forensic Sci Int Genet 2015



Adapter sequence used to 

link the DNA fragments on 

solid surface (flow cell)

Adapter sequence used to 

link the DNA fragments on 

solid surface (flow cell)



✓ Libraries are then purified and normalized in order to ensure that libraries of

varying yields are equally represented within the sequencing run

✓ Once normalized libraries can be pooled together thanks to barcodes that

will allow to precisely identify each library/sample in the following

sequencing reaction

Alternatively libraries can 

be quantified by real-

time PCR and proprly 

diluted so that equal 

amounts of each library 

are then pooled



Thousands of copies of each

original DNA molecule form an

immobilized “cluster of DNA” on a

bead (emulsion PCR) or a flow cell

(bridge PCR)



Emulsion PCR





Bridge PCR

https://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annota

tion_228575861&feature=iv&src_vid=womKfikWlxM&v=fCd

6B5HRaZ8 up to min 2:15

https://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_228575861&feature=iv&src_vid=womKfikWlxM&v=fCd6B5HRaZ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_228575861&feature=iv&src_vid=womKfikWlxM&v=fCd6B5HRaZ8


Cheap is floaded with one nucleotides type

at a time. Incorporation of one or more

nucleotide(s) to the growing strand release

one or more hydrogen ion(s) that are

detected by an ion sensor.

DNA synthesis is performed with fluorescently labeled

dNTPs with reversible 3' terminators (marked by an

asterisk). Each addition of a nucleotide to the

growing strand is detected by a camera. The

terminator is chemically removed allowing for the

next nucleotide to be incorporated.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DyijNS0LWBY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_228575861&feature=iv&src_vid=womKfikWlxM&v=fCd

6B5HRaZ8

from min 1:05 to min 2:42

From min 2:15 to min 4:42

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DyijNS0LWBY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_228575861&feature=iv&src_vid=womKfikWlxM&v=fCd6B5HRaZ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_228575861&feature=iv&src_vid=womKfikWlxM&v=fCd6B5HRaZ8


✓ The final output will be several copies of each target sequence that will be

alligned to a reference sequence or tiled in order to reconstruct a longer

target sequence (e.g. whole mtDNA control region)

[TATC]11

Short-read data 

are stored as 

FASTQ files

Raw sequence 

Sequence identifier and optional data     

Quality value of each base from line 2 

BAM file (binary representation of sequence alligning map SAM

files) that store information about where and how a sequence

maps into the reference.



✓ CE translates machine measured DNA-molecule migration times into DNA

fragment lengths which, to further aid interpretation, are visualized in peak

profiles and tables with a very simple string of numbers representing these

fragment lengths

Further information can derive from peak height,

measured in relative fluorescence units (rfu), that can

be used in the interpretatation of complex DNA profiles

affected by artifacts (stutter, drop-out, …) and DNA

mixtures

Capillary electrophoresis vs NGS



✓ With MPS, irrespective of the underlying sequence technology, the final

experimental result is represented as a long list of DNA sequence reads that

reveals all underlying sequence variation in the targeted DNA sample.

Depth of coverage or read depth (the number of times a specific target

molecule is sequenced by the NGS system) can be used similarly to rfus to

graphically represent in bars of different height alleles detected in a sample

and combine quantitative information in data interpretation

Alonso et al. Electrophoresis 2018

Being PCR-based, NGS typing of STRs displays the same artifacts (e.g. stutter)





Nomenclature

A STR allele displaying the same

lenght in bp in capillary

electrophoresis actually consists

of several sequence variants

detected by NGS.

• How should we label these

STR allele variants?

• How do we guarantee

backward compatibility to CE

generated data?



✓ At the time of writing, GRCh38 is the most up-to-date sequence assembly

and is recommended as the framework with which to define repeat region

structure for sequence alignment and for the mapping of sequence

features such as SNPs.

✓ The forward strand direction (from 5’ p-arm to 3’ q-arm) assigned in the

human genome has been constant for all assemblies published since the

first draft in 2001 and can be used to align STR sequences.

✓ Out of 58 STR loci for which MPS designs have become available at the

time of this writing, 23 have been designated historically on the reverse

strand. Change to the forward strand for repeat region designation results

in a potential shift of the reading frame, that can cause inconsistencies in

allelic designation (if we respect former ISFG recommendation that the first

5′-nucleotides that can define a repeat motif should be used)

DYS389
29

30

https://www.isfg.org/Publication;Parson2016

https://www.isfg.org/Publication;Parson2016


✓ Although simple STR nomenclature systems may be required at some point

in the future to facilitate communication and data exchange,

comprehensive STR nomenclature systems are preferred

CE

nomenclature 
reference

assembly
Coordinates of STR repeat 

region (reference) and 

motif type

variants 

In flanking region



18-25 + 18-24?

18-25 + 24-25?

18-25 + 24-24?

CE

18-25 + 18-24?

18-25 + 24-25

18-25 + 24-24?

MPS

Variant sequence

Variant sequence

STR: D2S1338 STR: D2S1338

✓ Sequence information can often be an advantage e.g. in DNA mixtures

interpretation

Mixture interpretation



Multiplexing capabilities



ThermoFisher Precision ID Identity panel

Multiplexing capabilities



Microhaplotypes (MH) are short

segments of DNA < 300 bps

characterized by the presence of

two or more closely linked SNPs.

• NGS technology, through

clonal amplification and

sequencing of each target

DNA strand separately, allows

precise identification of the

combination of alleles on a

chromosome (haplotype).

Phasing is otherwise impossible

in standard Sanger sequencing

• Each MH can be considered as

a multiallelic marker

Beyond SNPs: microhaplotypes

Oldoni et al. FSIG 2019



Oldoni et al. FSIG 2019

• Combinations of MH have equivalent/higher identificative power

compared to available STR/SNP panels



• MH, being unaffected by PCR artifacts typical of STRs can help the

identification and interpretation of mixtures (example from Bennett et al

IJLM 2019)

CE profile from forensic stain

(cigarette butt): mixture suspected

because of allelic imbalance at

some loci plus third allele (in stutter

position) at a single STR locus

Several minor alleles were detected

by MPS-STR typing of the same

sample, though most of them at

stutter position

MPS-MH typing of the same sample,

unambiguously identified several tri-

and tetrallelic genotypes confirming

a second minor contributor


